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X-Large:
40” x 28.1” (paper: 44” x 2”)

Large:
32” x 22.5”
(paper: 36” x 26.5”)

All Artworks are available in Medium, Large & X-Large sizes and available for worldwide shipping.
Note: Each artwork has a 2” white border on ALL sides, so add 4” to the width and height of paper sizes as illustrated below!).
www.coramurphy.com
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Landscapes, Seascapes
& Lovescapes! I am
delighted to share my
Limited Edition Print
Collection. With over 40
Artworks to choose from,
there is something to
bring harmony to every
room or the perfect
gifting solution from
Wedding presents to
House Warming or
retirement gifts.

Welcome to ‘The Interior Edit’ – this brilliant brochure brings together 21 of
my favourite Interior / Design Experts who have very kindly included my art
in their designs.
People often ask me for suggestions as to how best to place their artwork at
home. To my mind it’s a matter of personal taste and style. My job – and my
absolute joy – is to paint in response to the landscape but who better to ‘style’
my art in context than those designers, makers and all round good-eggs who
I look to for home (and life!) inspiration. For this brochure I assigned each
contributor one of my Limited Edition Prints (see full collection HERE!
https://coramurphy.com/limited-edition-prints2/) and asked them to style
the art in a room of their choice.
From LA to London and throughout our own lovely island – Interior Designers,
Stylists, Furniture Artists. Colour Experts & Swim Wear Designers – THESE are
the people who inspire me and who I would trust to place my paintings. Some are
known to me and we have a lovely work history – others I have never met IRL but
have become solid supporters and good friends. Their backgrounds are diverse
but they are ALL Home-Makers (who have absolute ‘soundess’ in common)
who understand the importance of feeling ‘at home’ at home! They all live in the
real world AND design for real life. There’s no BS between these sheets. Some
designs are fantastical, others more practical. I hope you enjoy browsing through
this brochure and it inspires you.
Please do take the time to click through the links to the contributors profiles –
they are a wonderful bunch and all worth a follow. Sending HUGE thanks and
heartfelt hugs to all the contributors and our brilliant Head Designer Brenda
(@brenda_be_create ) for all her hard work putting this brochure together.
And to you – dear reader – for following along and for all your support. We are
ALL most definitely in this one together. Please do get in touch if you have
any questions.
Wishing you all inspiration, good health and happy times in the place you
call home.

www.coramurphy.com
Please note: All artworks featured in The Interior Edit are now available as
Prints. There are now 40 Artworks to choose from in my Limited Edition
Collection - all available in Medium, Large & X-Large sizes. Shipping Worldwide.

Geri Designs
Geri has been a lovely supporter of my work over the years. Her classic, contemporary interiors have a
wonderful way of bringing the natural world into homes. It’s a bit of magic, the way Geri’s colour and
textures can transport my senses to the sea. Geri’s insta feed brings a serene calm to my day – there is
order, inspiration and lots of goodness and kindness – it’s been a brilliant balm in a noisy world.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Oceania Calling
www.coramurphy.com

Geri O’Toole – Glynn, Geri Designs, Limerick
www.geridesigns.ie
Insta: @geri_designs
www.instagram.com/geri_designs/

“It was a great pleasure to
collaborate with Cora on a recent
large-scale client commission. Her
work brings nature into the home.
Her awe of the landscape is obvious
– and that in turn inspires the
lucky home owners who live with
her work”
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Egan Interiors
Mother and daughter dream team Cathy & Kiera have been solid friends since I met them at a trade
fair years ago. Theirs are the last word in luxe living spaces. They bring the sparkle to brilliant design,
choosing the most stunning fabrics and furnishing. I’d happily live and die in their designs!
Cora Murphy Featured Artworks: The Outliers & The Beauty of the Earth and The Majesty of the Sea
www.coramurphy.com

Egan Interiors – Ashford, Co, Meath
www.eganinteriors.ie
Insta: @eganinteriors
www.instagram.com/eganinteriors/

“The beauty of using a piece by
Cora is the incredible colour choices
featured in her abstract pieces. We
have found this allows the art to
sit amongst colour and pattern
seamlessly in our interiors, while
holding its own in the space. The
strength and variety of colours in
the paintings both compliment and
complete the look by featuring bold
strokes and incredible movement in
each piece. It was a pleasure
working with Cora and the life that
her landscapes breath into a room.”
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Niamh Lynch Design
Based in Mallow, Niamh brings the world of experience to her designs. Having worked with, and keenly
influenced by, Sir Terrace Conran, Niamh designs contemporary classics for every day chic in
lived-in homes.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: In the Burren
www.coramurphy.com

Niamh Lynch Design – Mallow, Cork
www.niamhlynchdesign.com
Insta: @niamhlynchdesign
www.instagram.com/niamhlynchdesign/

“For me, when choosing to use a
piece of art as your focal point, it is
best to walk into the room and see
where your eye lands. You can
then base the rest of the rooms
design around it. To incorporate the
artwork then throughout the room
you can choose one or two of the
colours from your art and use this
in the form of scatter cushions or an
accent lamp shade. It’s a fantastic
way to bring your favourite art piece
alive throughout your interiors.”
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Suzanne Freeman Interior Design, Kilkenny
www.suzannefreeman.ie Insta: @suzannefreemaninteriordesign
www.instagram.com/suzannefreemaninteriordesign/
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Lough Carra
www.coramurphy.com
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Lough Carra
Cora’s stunning artworks helped elevate the
interior of this office space to amazing effect.
The beautiful shades of blue and green in
‘Lough Carra’ were the starting point for the
overall colour scheme on this project.
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This piece helped bring together all the
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Seating Area

Biophilic
Design
The practice of
incorporating elements
of nature into our living
and working environment
which in turn helps our
cognitive, emotional and
physical wellbeing.

Calke Green
Stiffkey blue
zanne Freeman Interior
Design, Kilkenny

zanne breathes life and nature in to spaces in the most
onderful ways. Her understanding of and commitment to
ophilic design is evident in ALL her projects: Work places are
mulating, bedrooms are restful, kitchens are purposeful but
mforting. I was thrilled Suzanne choose Lough Carra for
s project.

Calke Green

Stiffkey blue

Manor house grey

Manor house grey

Pavillion Grey
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Pavillion Grey

Flamingo Interior Design

Flamingo Designs is the perfect
– it absolutely stands out! I’ve lo
Instagram – from a transformatio
restaurant by way of her daught
and always thrilled by her work.

Cora Murphy Featured Artwor
www.coramurphy.com

Cathy Angelini – Flamingo Interior Design, Cork
www.flamingointeriordesign.com
Insta: @cathyflamingo
www.instagram.com/cathyflamingo/

“Cora’s collections are one of the first
places I look when choosing art for a
design. The beautiful colour palettes in
her work and the focus on nature and
landscape tie into so many of my design
projects, whether it’s a contemporary new
build or an old Georgian home.”

name for Cathy – because her work is so unique
oved watching Cathy design incredible spaces on
onal hair salon refurb, to a show-stopping new
ter’s delight of a bedroom. I’m constantly inspired

rk: Fools Rush In
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David O’Brien – Creative Director & Interior
Designer, Cork
www.rjobrienbc.ie
Insta: @newbuildireland
@rjobrienbuildingcontractors
www.instagram.com/newbuildireland/

“Cora Murphy’s work has the most
beautiful ability to evoke instant
atmosphere into any space.”

RJ O’Brien Building Contractors & New Build Ireland
David O’Brien from the Instagram account @newbuildireland is the Creative Director and
Interior Designer with RJ O’Brien Building Contractors based in Cork. His gorgeous home
recently wowed the nation when it became a finalist for RTE’s ‘Home of the Year’. His grand piano
kitchen island is the stuff of legend and gives you an indication of his ability to bring brilliant,
one-off beauty into any design.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Samhradh Samhradh
www.coramurphy.com
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Gillian Lawlee
Our gal in LA! Gillian is an AMAZING Stylist and Creative Director. She has a gift of creating spaces where
cosy, thrift and cutting edge all hang together in just the perfect way. Gillian’s designs are always thought
out – personal – connecting the owners with artifacts and the environment. There’s something super
sensory about Gillian’s design – as if each element is singing to each other.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Between Tides
www.coramurphy.com

Gillian Lawlee – Creative Director & Stylist,
Los Angeles
Insta: @my.life.in.colour
www.instagram.com/my.life.in.colour/

“Cora and I met on instagram and
connected in conversation about
Ireland, emigration and the
feeling of being ‘home’. I think
we also connected because our
approach to our life and work is
similar, driven by feeling and
connection. I see that feeling and
connection in all of Cora’s work.
Each painting churns and moves,
almost breathing with you. For
me, every painting feels like a
conversation with nature – equal
parts the observer and the
observed.”
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Grace Interior Design
I love when Grace’s posts pop up on my insta feed – her account is like a balm for my eyes! Grace’s use of
colour is a constant inspiration – she seamlessly shifts across the spectrum and ALL of it – the use of
colour, shapes, textures and natural elements – is an inspiration.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Departures at Down Patrick
www.coramurphy.com

Grace Macdonald – Grace Interior Design, Dublin
Insta: @grace_interior_design_dublin
www.instagram.com/grace_interior_design_dublin/

“Traquil blues & soft blush tones
create a sense of calm & serenity
as deep teal pulls you into the restful
core. ‘Departures at Downpatrick’
really draws you in and brings you
to a place of peace.”
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Trish Cullen – Bazonk Interior Design Services,
Wexford
www.bazonkinteriors.com
Insta: @bazonk_interiors
www.instagram.com/bazonk_interiors/

“I love to incorporate colorful
elements from nature into my
designs. The colour, tone and mood
in ‘Begin Again, Daybreak Over Down
Patrick’ was the perfect pop
to contrast with the subtle yet
sumptuous textiles and the
statement lighting giving this
room a high vibe but a lot of
comfort for that classic chill.”

Bazonk Interiors
Just like their name, Bazonk Interiors are anything but ordinary! Trish introduces
bold colours and super luxurious textures to her designs. Trish’s designs always make a
statement while being the essence of comfort and classic yet cutting-edge design.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Begin Again, Daybreak over Down Patrick
www.coramurphy.com
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On Solid Ground

Hiddleston Designs
Many of you will know Kerry from her work on DIY SOS – her care and attention to purposeful, beautiful
design was more than apparent on the show. As a mother of 4 smallies her interior solutions are designed
with love for life in the home. Kerry’s Instagram account is always brilliant – it includes ALL the clothes
I want, incredible interior design, inspiring spaces and the cutest cat (plus 4 very cute kids!).
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: On Solid Ground
www.coramurphy.com

Great art brings so much
to a space. It adds colour,
texture and deﬁnes it. I
always believe that you
choose the art that speaks
to you and let everything
else work around it. With
this piece I would place it
Kerry Hiddleston
Dublin
in an– Hiddleston
entranceDesigns,
hallway
www.hiddlestondesign.com
where it is the ﬁrst
Insta: @hiddleston_interior_design
www.instagram.com/hiddleston_interior_design/
impression you get of a
back,
“Great arthome.
brings Pared
so much
to a space.
It adds colour,
texture
and defines
beautiful
contemporary
it. I always believe that you choose
panelling
tealletseat
he art that
speaks toand
you aand
everything
else work
beneath
toaround
pick upit.the
With ‘On Solid Ground’ I would
tones in the art. 2 simple
place it in an entrance hallway
lights
either side and
where it iswall
the fi
rst impression
you get ofaabeautiful
home. Pared
back,side
marble
beautiful contemporary panelling
table.
and a teal seat beneath to pick up
the tones in your art. 2 simple wall
lights either side and a beautiful
marble side table.”
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The Lighthouse Keeps Her
Saoirse inspired the absolute head off me when she oversaw the transformation of her Light House
Keepers House at Youghal Lighthouse whilst working full time in London! The absolute sensitivity and
goodness Saoirse brought back to this wonderful home is the stuff of a really sound fairytale. I feel she was
born to rescue it! Thankfully she’s since packed in London and moved back to Youghal and has turned her
talents to interior design for others.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Suaimhneas by the Sea
www.coramurphy.com

Saoirse Fitzgerald – @thelighthousekeepsher,
Youghal
Insta: @thelighthousekeepsher
www.instagram.com/thelighthousekeepsher/

“Your bedroom is your haven of calm
and safety. The art you choose there
sets the tone. Suaimhneas ( relaxation)
by the sea, sets the restful tone for this
bedroom. The colours chosen are to
help you feel relaxed and safe
whilst also picking up on the pinky
tones that the sun setting above
the sea can create. The dark tones
in the furniture represent the darkness
that descends on us as we settle
down for the night.”
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Susanne McDonald – Fashion Floats, Carlow
www.fashionfloats.ie
Insta: @fashionfloats.ie
www.instagram.com/fashionfloats.ie/

“Cora has a remarkable gift for
capturing both sea and land.
Every painting is sublimely
evocative. I feel incredibly
fortunate to be able to gaze
at a gorgeous selection of
Cora’s incredible artwork
in my own home.”

Fashion Floats
From her background in Fashion buying, Fashion Maven Susanne has created a service that I don’t
want to live without. Susanne’s insta feed is full of useful hacks (and some great prizes!). The ‘Sunday Style
Edits’ – a weekly bulletin condensing the best of the net has been a lovely lighter side of lockdown.
I’ve found some fab beauty, fashion & interiors items in the edit AND Susanne’s #buywellbuyless
approach champions Irish small businesses which is exactly where I want to spend my money!
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Love like a Landslide
www.coramurphy.com
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Old Victorian New
Darran’s renovation of his Victorian home in Dublin has been a joy to follow. His DIY advice is super
practical and his hacks are infinitely doable! Darran’s insta feed is a lovely mix of art and interiors –
mixing up inspirational projects with day-to-day projects. Highlights include panelling, fencing, upholstery
and a few recipes for good measure. Darran has recently introduced his ‘Colour Conversations’ – a 1hr
online conversation where you can get his input and practical advice on using colour in your home.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: At Inchydoney
www.coramurphy.com

Darran Heaney – Interiors & Upcycling blog,
Dublin
www.oldvictoriannew.com
Insta: @oldvictoriannew
www.instagram.com/oldvictoriannew/

“At Inchydoney features beautiful
blues, greys with a hint of yellow/
mustard. I wanted to reflect these
colours in the sitting room and create
a relaxed, warm, informal vibe. The
warm neutral wall colour provides the
perfect canvas for this beautiful print
and the colours that feature in it are
connected through some of the
interior pieces I have chosen for
the room.”
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Abbeyfeale Interiors
Wioleta’s insta is the most practical interiors resource on the whole, entire internet (fact! I’ve searched!).
Full of useful tips and guiding graphics on everything from ‘How to decorate with frames’ to ‘How to mix
wood / metal like a pro’. Wioleta’s page is insanely helpful, often giving dimensions re: ideal heights for
hanging light fittings etc. If you have a home – or aspire to – you need to follow! The Before and Afters are
like sugar for my mind AND her twin babies are the sweetest sugar for my eyes.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: A Bird set free
www.coramurphy.com

Wioleta kelly – Abbeyfeale Interiors, Limerick
www.abbeyfealeinteriors.com
Insta: @wioleta_kelly
www.instagram.com/wioleta_kelly/

“Cora’s painting oozes calm.
You could spend hours looking
at it. We all need a little bit of
calm in our lives!”
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Jess Alavi-Ellis – Clueless Renovators, London
www.linktr.ee/cluelessrenovators
Insta: @cluelessrenovators
www.instagram.com/cluelessrenovators

“Cora Murphy’s work transports
you to another place, when I look
at her paintings I am connected with
nature and instantly calmer, I can
almost feel the wind or the sea.
Truly magical.”

Clueless Renovators
Jess and her partner Darius have transformed their London Victorian home on a shoe-string – doing much
of the work themselves whilst learning on the job. Their insta feed is a hugely helpful resource for DIY but
also sourcing great, unique furnishings and fittings *Jess scored an AMAZING couch on ebay for £1! Their
‘Transformation Tuesday’ series on IGTV is also super helpful – dishing helpful advice on specific topics
once a week.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Contentment
www.coramurphy.com
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Joanne Condon
In addition to being magnificently talented, Joanne is one of the warmest humans on the planet. THE
‘Painting Furniture’ Expert who always has a DIY project on the go and is gifted at explaining tricky things
with ease, while making you laugh. Joanne’s book ‘Furniture Crush’ inspired a nation. NOW Joanne is
teaching Upholstery & Furniture Painting online. The step-by-step – go at your own pace – courses are the
perfect antidote to lockdown – and will surely help re-enchant the connection with your home!
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Re-Enchanting the Connection
www.coramurphy.com

Joanne Condon – Furniture Artist & Online
Educator, Tipperary
www.joannecondon.com
Insta: @joannecondon
www.instagram.com/joannecondon

“Cora’s work is expressive, alive
and rich in colour. I love the deep
colours inspired by nature that
keeps us grounded. It has an
enriched sense of comfort and
safeness. Her work reminds me
of J.M.W Turner, with the strong
expressionism of the landscape
through colour and movement.”
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Pebble & Sash
Sisters Catherine & Eadaoin are a dream team bringing together the essence of classic and contemporary
interior designs. Having documented their own coastal and victorian home renovations, they now share
inspiration and projects with great taste, practical advice, oddles of style and a lot of fun. Their instagram
highlights are really helpful on specific room renovations capturing before, during and after shots.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Across the Sea to the Skelligs
www.coramurphy.com

Catherine & Eadaoin – Pebble & Sash, Cork
www.pebbleandsash.wordpress.com
Insta: @pebbleandsash
www.instagram.com/pebbleandsash

“As an Interior Design Team we
have diverse tastes but we both
live with Cora’s artworks in our
homes – they bring both land and
sea into the heart of our homes
and are very special to us. We love
integrating Cora’s work in our
Designs for Interiors”.
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Catherine O’Flynn – Interior Designer & Stylist,
Youghal
Insta: @catherine.oflynn_interiors
www.instagram.com/catherine.oflynn_interiors/

“Introducing a Cora Murphy
landscape painting into an interior
scheme offers so much more than
just art. Her choice of colour and
movement in her paintings transfer
so well to interior palettes and
textures and connects us to the
landscape and nature. For me
choosing one of her paintings is a
great starting point for building
a scheme for a wide range of styles.”

Catherine O’Flynn Interior Design
Catherine’s work first caught my attention via her work on the Regal Cinema in Youghal.
Pitch perfect – everything from the handmade lighting to the drapes and wall paper was
considered – contemporary but timeless. I would watch a movie there ANY night of the
week. Catherine’s love of nature and landscape is evident in all her projects – always
clean lines but a nod to nature.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: All At Sea
www.coramurphy.com
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Tracey Collins – Serpentine Interiors, Limerick
www.serpentineinteriors.ie
Insta: @serpentineinteriors
www.instagram.com/serpentineinteriors/

“Cora’s work is heavenly! Her
uses of texture created within the
beautifully curated layers of paint
project colours that are truly
exquisite! I wanted to showcase
Cora’s “A Mysterious Day on Fire
Island” by surrounding the work
with natural, neutral elements
within soft textiles. Almost
mirroring the image within the
property’s location!”

Serpentine Interiors
Tracey has recently established Serpentine Interior with Helena Grimes. Having watched
Tracey honing her craft and unique style over years, I can’t wait to see what she does
next. In the meantime follow Tracey on insta – for great interior projects, work in
progress, great before and after shots and lots of inspiring interiors ideas.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: A Mysterious day on Fire Island
www.coramurphy.com
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Carla Johnson – Mona Swims, Swimwear Designer
Dublin, Ibiza & Tulum
www.monaswims.com
Insta: @MonaSwims
www.instagram.com/MonaSwims

“Considering the landscape in
interiors is not dissimilar to how I design
swimwear – it is an enhancement – a
celebration of place and home. Cora
and I share a similar aesthetic with
regards the natural world. It weaves
it’s way through and underpins our
work. In designing this room, I combined
natural elements and a painting made
in lots of soft layers to reinforce a sense
of peace and place.”

Mona Swims
Carla at Mona Swims magically transposes the landscape and it’s elements into her magnificent swimwear.
Honestly, pride wearing swimwear is not my default BUT every single time I wear my Mona Swims bathing
suit, I feel SO proud of this great Irish product. I’m proud too, to know Carla a little and to follow her work,
which constantly inspires my own. Watch out for Mona’s new line of Sillk Art prints.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: A Second Coming in Ciarraí
www.coramurphy.com
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Caitriona Hughes – Interior Stylist,
Pebble Beach House, Dublin
Insta: @pebble.beach.house
www.instagram.com/pebble.beach.house/

“I have fallen for Cora Murphy’s art
in a big way. Her work draws me in
like no other. Her abstract landscapes
bring out such emotion in me that
have taken me by surprise. I picked
items for a snug or living room. I went
for a dark ceiling and also wanted a
dark wall to make the colours in the
painting really stand out. I used the
green sofa for it’s fabulous velvet
fabric – it picks up a touch of the
green in the painting. The boucle
chairs is so beautiful. They work so
well together. It all points to the
artwork, allowing it to shine.”
Pebble Beach House
Mom of 4, Sea Swimmer & Creator of the glorious Pebble
Beach House, Cait’s style is inspired by her proximity to the
sea and the practical requirements of young family life.
Cora Murphy Featured Artwork: Skylarkin by the Shoreline
www.coramurphy.com
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Your Art,
Your Home!

“We’re thrilled with our limited edition print from Cora, it looks absolutely stunning in
our living room. Cora was great to work with from start to finish, she even hand
delivered the print to us in Dublin to ensure it arrived safely!”
Muireann, Dublin, 2019
“After much deliberation I treated myself to a “Lough Cara” print last Summer. I had
been admiring Cora’s work for years and found it almost impossible to narrow it down
to just one print! I have to say I am absolutely delighted with it! I hung it on the landing
at the top of the stairs and seeing it is like a lovely reward every time I climb the stairs
now! The quality is outstanding and the colours are so rich and vibrant. Meeting Cora in
person was also a treat! She is a breath of fresh air and an extremely talented lady too!
I cannot recommend her prints highly enough.”
Eimear, Limerick, 2021
“I purchased a Limited Edition Print of ‘Leaving London Low Tide’ as a wedding gift.
The couple really loved the painting and the sentiment as they had met in London and
moved back to Ireland together. The next time I purchase one of Cora’s paintings, I am
planning it to be for myself as they are all so beautiful!”
Grainne, Dublin, 2020
“I found Cora’s work online and was so excited to include some in our new home. We
now have 3 of Cora’s artworks in our home and enjoy them every single day. I am
always seeing new things in them, they are great quality and value for money. Visitors
to our home always comments on their beautiful individuality and fantastic colour.
An investment – I would highly recommend them.”
Sarah, Dublin, 2020
“I first came across Cora Murphy in an Irish design magazine. I was searching for a piece
of art for my home in Washington DC. I ordered a copy of a “A Second Coming in Kerry”
which now is a focal point in our home in DC. Cora is masterful in creating atmosphere
through color, light and texture. Her beautiful landscapes evoke wonderful memories
of growing up on the West Coast of Ireland with all its moods, mystery, and romance.
We’ve since added to our collection, Cora is a joy to work with, and makes it particularly
easy for an overseas client.”
Anita, USA, 2020
“I knew I wanted one large ‘statement’ painting in our new home and really enjoyed
Cora’s landscapes. Following our initial contact, we had a meeting to discuss the
commission before work began. Cora kept me up to speed on progress via facetime but
it was still thrilling to see our own painting in-situ! Our painting is very much at the
heart of our home - and is proving to be something of a backdrop to our lives! It’s great
company by day and by night – I can’t imagine our home without it now!”
Caoimhe, Limerick, 2019
“I am the proud owner of Skylarkin’ from the Shoreline. It has pride of place in my sitting
room and I am constantly drawn to it as it has a calming and meditative effect. As an
Irish person living abroad it serves as both a reminder and a connection to home. It has
been admired by many and I have no hesitation in recommending Cora’s work.”
Mags, Edinburgh, Jan 2020
“Cora’s paintings and prints bring such joy to our home. The beautiful land and
seascapes create both a sense of vibrancy and calmness. They transport you and invoke
memories of happy and peaceful times and give a promise of happier times to come.
Cora is a joy to work with and each collection is eagerly awaited.”
Rosemary Quinlan, Galway
www.coramurphy.com

